Definition of an Open Access publication according to the Berlin declaration 1. The author(s) and right holder(s) of such contributions grant(s) to all users a free, irrevocable, worldwide, right of access to, and a license to copy, use, distribute, transmit and display the work publicly and to make and distribute derivative works, in any digital medium for any responsible purpose, subject to proper attribution of authorship (community standards, will continue to provide the mechanism for enforcement of proper attribution and responsible use of the published work, as they do now), as well as the right to make small numbers of printed copies for their personal use. • to create a Single European Information Space, which promotes an open and competitive internal market for information society and media services, • to strengthen investment and innovation in ICT research, • to support inclusion, better public services and quality of life through the use of ICT.
• DRIVER fits within these 3 objectives:
• Creates unified pan-european information space for scientific knowledge • strengthens the economic impact of European scientific outputs, through the DRIVER investment= more return on (taxpayer's!) investment • Open access for researchers accelerates science, which benefits the greater public (which has also access to the materials), and makes research rapports publicly available = social benefits 
